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Crypto Fear & Greed Index
 

The Fear&Greed Index has lost
points during the week and it's
currently printing 37, which signals a
"Fear". 

The index, which has scored in the
range of 0 to 100, has been printing
bullish figures in the last month but
lost some ground in the last four
days. The current value reflects a
slight rise in market panic.

According to the Crypto Fear &
Greed Index, investors are once
again agitated about the status of the
crypto market due to the long period
of accumulation experienced. 
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Bitcoin Accumulation Trend Score Bitcoin has experienced one of the
weeks with the biggest
accumulation in history, with both
sellers and buyers, increasing their
balances. 
 
The Accumulation Trend Score is
an indicator that reflects the relative
size of entities that are actively
accumulating/distributing coins on-
chain in terms of their BTC
holdings. Values closer to 1 (purple)
indicate that whales are adding
significantly to their balances. 

The on-chain metric has returned a
consistent stream of values
upwards of 0.65, indicating a
general trend of accumulation.
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Exchange Net Position Change 
On-chain data shows the Bitcoin monthly
outflows have recently reached values only
seen a few times before in the crypto’s
entire history (96.2k BTC/month).

Increases in this metric are positive, as they
imply there is a net amount of Bitcoin exiting
exchange wallets at the moment or also
indicate that investors are accumulating right
now. When the value of inflows is bigger
than outflows, it usually means that crypto
investors usually deposit their crypto to
exchanges for selling purposes.

A very noticeable transition from net inflows
(green), into a regime of dominant outflows
(red) is a bullish signal. This pattern was
also spotted after the March 2020 market
crash, when the market started to recover. 
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Bitcoin Supply per Whale  

By evaluating the supply per type of
investor, it can be seen that smaller
buyers (those who have less than
100 BTC) have been the heavy
accumulators in the last few weeks.
In addition, the 100-1k BTC holders
have also contributed significantly to
the recent overall accumulation.

Bitcoin Supply per Whale remains
high, which also certifies the
market’s broader recovery from
January lows remains intact.
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Open Interests 

Bears have a $100M reason to
keep Bitcoin price under $45K
until Friday’s options expiry
nonetheless, Open Interests are
supporting bulls.  

The recent dip in the open interest
in trading platforms such as
Bitmex shows the presence of
bullishness for the Bitcoin price.
The last three times the open
interest tagged $365,000, the
Bitcoin price rallied massively.
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Profit taking rations 
In contrast with the last metrics
presented, the Profit Taking Ratio from
the analytical firm, Santiment is
signalling a bearish outlook for the
cypto market. 

The insights agency's indicator is
suggesting a possible correction as the
profit-to-loss ratio for Bitcoin and
Ethereum is the largest in six months. 

While BTC is witnessing its 2nd-largest
ratio of transactions taken in profit vs.
loss in the past 5 months, Ethereum is
having its 2nd largest ratio in 4 months.
Those high readings are the reason
behind the prediction of a possible
correction.
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Reserve Risk 
The Reserve Risk metric measures
the risk-reward ratio of allocating to
BTC based on the conviction of
long-term holders. The metric
compares the incentive to sell to
long-term holders resisting the
temptation to liquidate.

In general, the risk-reward ratio is
considered attractive when the
metric remains near the green area.
The ratio now stands at 0.0024.
The metric has found acceptance
under the green zone below 0.0027
in late January. 
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Spent Volume Age Bands The Spent Volume Age Bands
show that Bitcoin remained strong
regardless of the market pressure. 

The chart shows that older coins
are being heavily traded during this
period of consolidation, which
suggests a degree of investor
uncertainty and de-risking
behaviour (but no selling pressure
from their side). 

On the contrary,  market prices
have not broken to new lows
despite the accumulation,
suggesting there has been
sufficient demand to absorb the
desires of the bears.  
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